Google

We have:

- a Google+ account, maintained by Rick. (Can you add to Clipperz)
- a Google Account for Analytics Team, etc. (not really monitored)
  - Marc should add to Clipperz
- Regis will setup a YouTube channel.
  - But with which account?
  - Can we get this account back? http://www.youtube.com/tikiwiki "This channel was closed and is no longer available."
- We should take advantage of Google Webmaster tools

Should we get a Gmail instead of the Google account? Or even a Google Apps account for small teams

Our new account Google should take ownership of http://www.orkut.com/Main#Community?cmm=6879

Maybe we should use?

- Custom Search
- AdSense
- AdWords
- Alerts

Related:

- Google Summer of Code
- Documentation of Tiki Interoperability with Google